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ABSTRACT
The sharp growth in data-intensive applications such as social, professional networking and online commerce services, multimedia applications, as well as the convergence of mobile, wireless, and internet technologies, is greatly influencing the shape and makeup of on-demand enterprise computing environments.

In response to the global needs for on-demand computing services, a number of trends have emerged, one of which is the growth of computing infrastructures in terms of the number of computing node entities and the widening in geophysical distributions of deployed node elements. Another development has been the increased complexity in the technical composition of the business computing space due to the diversity of technologies that are employed in IT implementations. Given the huge scales in infrastructure sizes
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MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS AND CHALLENGES IN ON-DEMAND COMPUTING

Given the current developments in eEnterprise implementations, the infrastructure planning tasks of accurately determining performance that can be delivered by on-demand computing resources and in turn, obtaining accurate estimates of the appropriate infrastructure hardware performance capabilities required for business computing solutions are becoming an increasingly challenging exercise to undertake. One major cause that has led to the difficulty in quantifying performance in business computing systems has been the huge amounts of user-generated data as a result of the exponential adoption of on-demand hosted computing services and applications such as social networking, e-commerce, and multi-media content sharing services. Yet another development that has caused a huge increase in consumer-generated data is the convergence of mobile, wireless and web technologies into a ubiquitous computing platform. In response to the challenges arising from these major trends, there has been a phenomenal growth in the size of deployed computing infrastructures, with the magnitude of the infrastructure expansion being characterised by three main dimensions of growth: (a) the increases in the number of computing machines brought together to form server domains, (b) the wide geographic locations, over which participant server nodes are physically deployed and (c) the different types of technologies that are used to produce computing solutions.

Challenges for Performance Evaluation

Arising from the physical distribution of compute nodes due to the dispersion of resources in the infrastructures, are the performance-related challenges pertaining to the need to quantify network delays. The delays emanate from the communications of status and coordination messages as well as the actual data transfers between host machines. The calculation of overall performance metrics in distributed systems, which are dependent on network delays, is not straightforward to perform given that application routines running inside server nodes generate data in quantities that can vary dynamically. As a result of the changing loads, traffic levels introduced on network links usually follow irregular patterns leading to congestion and bandwidth delays that cannot be easily established. It is important to emphasize that while network delays do not feature in the proposed performance evaluation strategy considered in the latter sections of this chapter, they nevertheless make a key aspect which is captured in the Service Taxonomy presented in Figure 4.
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